As we move into the latter half of the year,
Japan is sweltering in tropical heat and
humidity, whereas Scotland experiences its
normal slightly cooler, wetter summer.
Despite the differences in climate, there is
much to unite the land of the loch with the
land of the rising sun and as always, we
take a look at more of the links between our
two great nations.
In this edition you’ll find news about a Japan
inspired tartan, a Scotch defeating
Japanese Whiskey, as well as details of the
Society’s new scholarship fund designed to
help young Scots visit Japan, learn
Japanese and create greater business links
between Japan and Scotland.
We also take a glimpse into the world of an
English teacher living in rural Japan on the
JET programme, and Japan’s Universal
Design phenomenon.
Until next time - dewa mata!
Sam Baldwin (JSofS Newsletter Editor)
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The JSofS newsletter is published twice
a year. We always welcome your
Japan-Scotland related news, articles
and photographs. Interested advertisers
can also contact the editor at:

A tunnel of Toriis (front cover) in Kyoto (Senbon-doli-i,
Hushimi-inali) and above Genjoh-toh, Yakushi-ji in Nara.
Pictures taken by JSofS council member, Ms Saeko
Yazaki. For more of Saeko’s pictures see the gallery on
pages 8 and 9.
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Over the last 20 years or so a design
philosophy has emerged to address the
issue of design for an ageing population and
to better include those who are older or with
disabilities in the design of mainstream
products, interfaces, services, and
environments. This has evolved from earlier
concepts of ‘barrier-free’ design and
‘accessibility’ and developed into a new way
of thinking about designing for social change
and responding to a wide range of needs
and capabilities. In the UK this
is known as ‘inclusive design’
or ‘design-for-all’, and as
‘universal design’ (UD) in the
US and Japan.
Japan has a ‘super-ageing’
population; 21% of the
population are now over the
age of 65 and this proportion is
set to increase as the
demographic trend continues.
Ageing populations may be
regarded in some regions as
problematic but in Japan this
rapidly expanding older market
has been regarded by the
manufacturing sector as an
opportunity to create new
products and has been a catalyst for product
innovation leading to benefits across diverse
market sectors. In a county of 127 million
inhabitants, this represents a significant
business opportunity.
The extent of rich industrial collaboration, or
at least a highly competitive approach that
raises the quality and level of UD activity
across a wide range of companies, was
facilitated to a significant degree by the
formation in 2003 of the International
Association of Universal Design (IAUD) ‘to
address the universal-related issues of an
ageing population and to better integrate
disabled people’ and ‘to promote the
establishment of the foundations of a

Society in which more people will feel
comfortable to live’. The initiative to form this
association came from Prince Tomohito, the
IAUD’s patron. In the few years since its
inception, a large number of Japanese
companies, now around 150 and including
all the familiar names, have joined the
association and a number of very successful
products can be cited including private
vehicles, domestic electrical products,
bathroom fixtures, and mobile phones.
In 2003, Toyota broke the mould of private
vehicle design with its Raum, which, by
removing the door pillar on the passenger
side, and through ingenious engineering of

a sliding and a hinged door, created a 1.5
metre-wide opening which made the vehicle
highly accessible and adaptable for a range
of users including for those in wheelchairs.
The following year its successor, the Porte,
was branded as a lifestyle car and again this
was highly versatile with a flat interior floor,
flexible geometry of seating, and many
unobtrusive built-in handles and grips to
assist entry and egress. Titled-front washing
machines by Panasonic and Toshiba
appeared in 2004 which made loading and
unloading much easier for everyone.
Designing for what are referred to as
‘extreme users’ can benefit a wide range of
users – a well-known vegetable peeler was
designed originally for someone with
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arthritis but was found to be a
significant improvement over
other products on the market.
TOTO is renowned in Japan for
the design of its technologically
sophisticated sanitary ware, and
anyone who has visited Japan
will have found its Washlet model
intriguing. TOTO has devoted a
considerable amount of its
research into inclusive design,
establishing a new research
centre near Tokyo in 2006 and
has a range of complete and
inclusive bathroom and toilet
solutions with discrete assistive
features and devices that don’t
comprise on style or dignity.
Some of the most significant breakthroughs
have come in recent mobile phone (keitai)
designs. The mobile phone is perhaps the
epitome of the high-tech consumer product,
with its compact multi-functionality,
connectivity to services and lifestyle
connotations. However, the significant
differences between mobile and traditional
landline interfaces, interaction styles,
technologies, and functionalities very clearly
illustrate the issues in design that can lead
to exclusion of significant sectors of the
population. Kyocera’s TU-KA S phone
appearing in 2004 was one specifically
marketed at and designed for the older user
unfamiliar with mobile technologies.
Marketing material employed a well-known
actor, familiar to the older generation, from a
long-running TV soap and visually
communicated the analogy between the
phone and the more familiar analogue
landline-based phone interfaces. This was a
mobile phone that allowed one to engage
with it in only four ways: turn it on, turn it off,
dial a number and accept a call. It had large,
easy-to-see-and-use buttons, and an
adjustable volume loudspeaker.
New technologies have been exploited to
provide products with features and services
that help allay anxieties. For example some
of the recent mobiles for older adults allow a
carer, son or daughter to monitor the user’s

activities, providing reassurance that all is
well. Other user-considerate technological
innovations and applications can also be
found that enhance interaction through the
senses of touch, sight, and sound. Hearing
difficulties may be caused by age-related or
hearing conditions, or by a noisy ambient
environment. Bone conduction receivers,
such as NTT DoCoMo’s 2006 Sound Leaf
can be used both by those in noisy
environments and those with hearing
impairments as the sound is conducted
through bones in the skull directly into the
inner ear. The company also has a ‘clear
voice’ feature which adjusts for different
conditions, automatically launching in noisy
situations to adjust voice and ring tone
volume based on the ambient noise level. In
the same vein, an automatic brightness
feature on the LCD screen senses and
responds to environmental light levels, and
a ‘slow voice’ feature slows down the
caller’s voice, improving comprehensibility
and allowing the receiver to hear speech
more clearly.
However, an ageing population has not only
older users, but young ones too, and these
cannot be ignored. Carriers such as KDDI
and NTT DoCoMo have employed Fujitsu,
Sanyo, and Mitsubishi, along with famousname designers, to design ‘kids keitai’.
Apart from the child, these phones have
another significant user, in that they are also
designed for their parents’ peace of mind
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products as many Japanese
are ‘early adopters’ of
technologies always looking
for the latest model, will drive
product and service
innovation years in advance
of what we have in the UK.
But if we want to see how
well-designed products and
advanced technologies can
assist with the challenges of
the changing profiles of
populations in the developed
world, then Japan is a place
to watch keenly.

and embody a number of security (‘anshin’)
features. These incorporate a GPS function
(GPS is now standard in many phones in
Japan) to allow parents to track their
children’s location, whether at ‘cram’ school,
playing with friends, or while returning
home. It does this through its ‘imadoco’
(where [am I] now?) service by sending
information from the child’s handset through
the phone carrier to the parent. Restrictions
on who is called from the mobile, limits to
call time, a protection alarm, and providing
parents with an automated email at preset
times were other features of this particular
phone. Great virtue was made in one
manufacturer’s ‘safety’ book, in cartoon
mode, of the caring mother-child bond
(mother with apron, and child with
ubiquitous yellow sun-hat worn by primary
children throughout Japan) mediated by the
technological features accompanying
KDDI’s Junior Phone, and with the friendly
telecoms satellite hovering watchfully
overhead.

Professor Alastair
Macdonald is Senior
Researcher in the School of Design at
The Glasgow School of Art. His research
into Inclusive Design in Japan has been
assisted by a Japan Foundation
Research Fellowship, a Great Britain
Saskawa Foundation award, and a Royal
Academy of Engineering Global
Research Award.
His research into Inclusive Design in
Japan has been assisted by a Japan
Foundation Research Fellowship, a Great
Britain Saskawa Foundation award, and a
Royal Academy of Engineering Global
Research Award.
Japan’s Olympic Glory
Japan’s success in the recent Beijing Olympics wasn’t
quite up to their previous performance in Athens.
Japan were ranked 11th overall, returning home with a
total of 25 medals (9 gold, 6 silver and 10 bronze).
In Athens 2004, they were ranked 5th, with a total of
37 medals (16 gold, 9 silver and 12 bronze.)

Undoubtedly, the unique combination of its
high investment in research and
development, fierce competition within its
large internal market, manufacturers’ long
and committed tradition of working tirelessly
to improve products and services from a
customer perspective (‘okyaku-sama wa
kami-sama desu’ – ‘the customer is god’),
together with a rapid turnover of consumer
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Whisky, as an exotic alternative to native
brands, and is bound to excite Whisky
enthusiasts.
It’s a well know fact that Scotch Whisky is
extremely popular in Japan, but could we be
seeing a role reversal in the Whisky
import/export trade, after the recent victory
of two Japanese whiskies that have just
been voted the best in the world?

Chairman Dave Broom said the wins were
an astonishing achievement for an industry
which only started in Japan in the 1920s.

Yoichi has become the first ever variety
produced outside Scotland to win the single
malt award in an international competition
run by trade publication, Whisky
Magazine, it was revealed.

However, the result may upset traditional
Scotch Whisky drinkers who believe the
spirit belongs to Scotland.

He added: “The quality of spirit coming out
of Japan is exceptional.”

The Whisky, distilled near the city
of Sapporo on the northern island
of Hokkaido, beat 200 other
varieties, including last year's
winner, Talisker 18 years old,
produced on the Isle of Skye.
Suntory Hibiki, the brand that
was advertised by the washed-up
actor played by Bill Murray in the
film Lost in Translation, scooped
the award for the world's best
blended whisky.
Rob Allanson, the editor of
Whisky Magazine, commented
on the unexpected result:
"Hopefully this will make people
sit up and realise that the
Japanese are producing some
phenomenal stuff. While they
don't have a particularly strong
toehold in the UK, they are
making great gains which the
British market should take note
of."
With such huge national pride in
Scotland’s own whisky, it seems
unlikely that Japanese varieties
will make much of a dent in the
UK market, but the victory for
Japan could mark the beginning
of increased interest in Japanese

Japan’s Yoichi defeats Scotch
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Dundee University Spin off company to sell Japan’s tiny PC
What is thought to be the world’s smallest PC, is
soon to be made available through a Sctottish
company.
The device is currently not available outside of
Japan, but STAR-Dundee, a spin-off company
from the university of Dundee will soon be
selling the tiny PC itself.
STAR-Dundee Ltd. is a spin-off from the Space
Systems Research Group of the University of
Dundee, which specialises in supporting users
and developers of SpaceWire technology, a
standard for data communications onboard
satellites and spacecraft.
The miniature PC fits in the palm

For more information visit:
www.star-dundee.com

n

The Japan Society of Scotland was formed by a group
of academics and business people in 1986

n

The original goals were to enhance friendship,
goodwill, and cooperation between Scotland and Japan

n

These goals now also include dissemination of
information about Japan in Scotland, the promotion
and enrichment of commercial and cultural relations,
and to work together with other groups having similar
interests

n

The Society in its programme through the calendar
year tries to offer a mixture of business, cultural and
social events.

n

The Society also tries to maintain contact with the
Scottish Executive and to make MSPs aware of Japan's
enormous strategic value to Scotland as well as of the
large and developed markets that exist in Japan.

n

The Society also maintains links with the Japan
Society of London, the Japan-Scotland Society in
Tokyo, and various expatriate societies in Japan such
as the Japan British Society and the St. Andrew
Society of Yokohama and Tokyo.
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Pictures by Ms. Saeko Yazaki (except AGM picture by Ms. Emi Sakamoto)

Tokyo: Yasukunijinja Second Toli-i
Kyoto: Moku-len, Sanju-sangen-doh

2008 AGM at the Edinburgh Consulate
Ise: Sushi-kyu, Okage-yoko-cho

Kyoto: Okusha Sanpai-jo, Hushimi-inali

Nala: Koh-huku-ji Gojuhno-toh from Daibutsu-kan
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Kyoto: Tsukubai, Lyoh-an-ji

Kyoto: Sanju-sangen-doh

Nala: Momiji, Toh-shoh-dai-ji
Kyoto: Mai-dono, Yasaka-jinja

Kyoto: Koh-dai-ji
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Rhythms of the Rice Paddies

‘Ono’ translates as ‘big field’

Extracts from a JET’s diary
By Sam Baldwin
School is out for the summer, and although
Japanese students still have to attend their
activity clubs on a daily basis, I have a
whole month off to get settled in. I survey
the land from my apartment balcony:
mountains, ramshackle houses and lush,
green, rice paddies. Lots of rice paddies. In
fact, the name of my new home town, Ono,
translates as ‘big field’ and seems to be a
pretty accurate description of the place. As
the shrill song of the cicada pierces the
thick, muggy air, it’s hard to imagine that
snow could ever fall from a sky that is so
heavy with heat and humidity.
Back in my apartment, I sit in the jet stream
of a lint encrusted fan, the only source of
cooling I have. I watch a droplet of sweat roll
from the tip of my nose and plummet to the
tatami matt upon which I sit. My eye catches
a movement. Tiny mite-like creatures are
crawling in-between the tatami fibers. My
heart sinks. Could these be dani; the small
blood sucking creatures with a nasty bite
that make their homes inside these mats
which take the place of carpet in Japan? I
start to wonder what other creepy crawlies
might be lurking in my apartment. Wolf
spiders? King size hornets? The much
feared mucade – a repulsive venomous
centipede? The fact that I have inherited
from the previous tenant an anti-insect
arsenal capable of wiping out half of Japan’s
arthropod phylum, suggests that I will be
sharing my apartment with many
unwelcome tenants. I grab a can of
insecticide from the selection of chemical
weapons and begin to gingerly inspect the
nooks and crannies of my new abode,
trigger finger poised to blast any intruders
with a jet of toxic spray.
When the job offer letter had arrived
announcing that I was to be posted in a
place called “Fukui”, my first thoughts were:
“Is that a real place or a swear word?” and
“If it is real, where the hell is it?” I made a
dash for Google, but my research was

hampered by the fact that there was very
little written in English about Fukui; a
smallish, provincial and apparently rather
rural prefecture situated on the west coast
of Japan, and the scraps of information that
I did find weren’t particularly encouraging.
“Little reason to linger here” was the
conclusion of the travellers’ bible, The
Rough Guide, and Will Ferguson, author of
the Hokkaido Highway Blues who hitchhiked
the length of the country, wrote that Fukui
was “home to the rudest people in Japan”,
after he was left waiting for a lift in the
pouring rain for several hours.
It was with these winning endorsements that
I arrived in the small town of Ono, Fukui, in
the sauna-like humidity, snowboard under
arm, shirt adhered to back and cursed my
bad luck at having ended up in a place
unknown for skiing (or much else), when I
could have been sent to one of the most
renowned locations in the ski world.
My first week in Japan had been all fun and
games. Staying in the Keio Plaza, a five star
hotel in central Tokyo with hundreds of other
exhausted yet elated new arrivals, attending
orientation lectures and workshops all day
and hitting the streets of Shinjuku all night
was not a bad introduction to the country.
Karaoke booths and sushi bars, genki drinks
and gadget stores, skyscrapers and subway
trains, and thousands upon thousands of
black-haired blood cells flowing through the
veins of this mega-city. For a jetlagged,
wide-eyed westerner on their first ever visit
to Tokyo, there is far too much to take in.
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Ono has many traditional houses and is
surrounded by mountains and dense forest

Instead of trying to, I just let the intense
Tokyo experience wash over me like a
hallucinogenic trip. Friendships were
formed, promises of visits were made and
email addresses exchanged. But before we
knew it, bus load by bus load, we were all
whisked away to the far corners of the
Japanese archipelago which would become
our homes for the next one to three years,
probably never to meet again.
And now the party is over. The eight hour
bus ride from Tokyo has taken me far away
from the metropolis, over the Alps and to a
secluded region of Japan that even the
average Japanese person could tell you
very little about. After a week of being
surrounded by hundreds of other excited
English speakers and buzzing with the “firsttime-in-Japan” high, I’m now sitting alone in
my new apaato, with no phone, no friends
and no Japanese language ability. This is
when it dawned on me that things might be
a little tougher than I thought.

massive flooding and
several of Fukui’s rivers had
burst their banks. 69
houses had been
completely destroyed, a
further 14,000 were under
water, 3 people had been
killed, 17 injured. An entire
railway bridge had been
washed away and large
sections of the line had
been wrenched from their
sleepers and mangled by
the floodwaters. I was
informed that there would
be no rail connection from
Ono to Fukui City during my
stay; it would take four
years to rebuild the track.
But the heavy rains had another effect on
the area which was to plunge the citizens of
Ono into a state of terror.
In the dense mountain forests that encircle
the town of Ono, lives the Japanese Black
Bear. These shy creatures are normally
never seen by humans, as they avoid urban
areas but the unusually wet weather had
washed away much of their natural food
sources and the bears were now hungry. If
they couldn’t find food in the forest, then
they would come to the town to eat.

The Japanese Black Bear (also called the
Asiatic Black Bear) is known to be one of
the more aggressive species of bear, more
so than its North American cousin, and
there have been numerous incidences of
them attacking and killing humans. I was
surprised to learn that the Japanese hunt
the bears, parts of which are still used in
medicine and also eaten for meat. Bear
meat is said to have a very strong, slightly
unpleasant smell, which may explain why I
***
later saw a can of bear meat in curried form,
(alongside a can of seal curry and a can of
My arrival in Fukui coincided with some
whale curry). When talking to my Japanese
freak weather phenomena. In fact, over my
friends and colleagues about the bears, the
two year stay I was to experience a variety
reaction I always got was – abunaii yo! (very
of unusual natural disasters, including the
dangerous!). There was no love for the
heaviest winter in 25 years and a record
bears, just a feeling of fear and loathing,
number of typhoons. Just days before I
rather than pride in having such a
arrived in Ono, huge rain storms had caused
magnificent creature still roaming wild in
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their country, such as is
seen in Canada or the
USA.
The bear threat was taken
very seriously. More and
more of the large, black
animals had been sighted
prowling around the
outskirts of Ono and they
were closing in on the
town. The schools were on
high alert. One day a bear
was seen close to the
school perimeter. An
emergency meeting was
held, and the kids were
immediately sent home,
with escorts to protect
them. Bear spray sales
quadrupled overnight as the citizens of Ono
readied themselves for an attack. People
were afraid to go outside after dark.
Secretly, I thought the entire bear danger
was being a little exaggerated, and I actually
quite wanted to see one, but when I read
into it a little more deeply, even I began to
fear the killer kuma. In 2004 there were 111
bear attacks on people in Japan, and the
numbers are rising, due to the destruction of
the bear’s forests, and afforestation projects
that favour rapidly growing species like

Pupils at the local school warm up for sports day

Cypress and Cedar at the expense of
species like Japanese Oak and Chestnut
which produce food for the bears. This
forces them out of the forests and into
contact with humans in a search for
sustenance.
The bear threat was very real, and it wasn’t
long before they took their first victim in
Ono. An elderly woman was found lying in
the road, having been attacked and mauled
whilst taking out her rubbish. She later died
in hospital from her injuries.

Cruising Ono’s greatest asset, Lake Kuzuryu, in my kayak.

Sam
Baldwin
spent 2
years as an
Assistant
Language
Teacher on
the JET
Programme,
in Ono,
Fukui.
These
extracts are
from a work
in progress.
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New ‘Sakura’ Tartan
for Japan
According to the BBC, a
designer has created a tartan
for Japan which draws
inspiration from the country's
fascination with cherry
blossom and a Scottish
industrialist.
David McGill, from Edinburgh,
has previously designed
tartans for several other
countries including Poland,
France and Norway.

The new sakura Tartan mixes liberal amounts of pink
and green to represent cheery trees in blossom

While researching the design, he looked into
the story of Fraserburgh-born Thomas
Glover, the "Scottish Samurai", whose story
was featured in the Winter/Spring 2008
edition of the JSofS newsletter.
The new tartan has also had input from
Shizue Melvin, from Japan, who is married
to a Scottish businessman.
The design is called sakura, the Japanese
word for cherry blossom, which is a much
celebrated part of Japanese culture,
attracting thousands of hanami (literally
“flower see”) viewers every year as the
bloom sweeps up from the south and heads
north each spring.
Mr McGill, a former chartered architect and
champion bowler, runs International Tartan
and plans to tempt Japanese stores into
stocking the sakura tartan.
Mr Melvin, from Edinburgh, said he hoped to
have the tartan ready to pitch to Japanese
stores by October.
Uses for it include rugs and the mini-skirts
which are commonly favoured by girls as
school uniforms.
Mr McGill said sakura could be among the
first new tartans to be included in a planned
national register of tartan.

Plans to enshrine the register officially in law
were backed by the Scottish Parliament in
June.
The bill, aimed at capitalising on tartan
interest around the world, would see a
database being set up in Edinburgh.
There are about 7,000 different tartans, with
another 150 designs being created every
year.

The JSofS
Society Tie
The Society has a small
number of a unique and
limited edition
gentlemen's ties in a
tartan designed for the
Society.
At a cost of £18.50,
sales will help to build
up our scholarship fund.
To purchase one,
contact Tim Steward
(tims@spidacom.co.uk).
NOTE: this is NOT the sakura tartan
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Thomas Blake Glover
Scholarship Fund
Background
A major part of the Society’s charitable
objectives will be fulfilled by the creation of a
Scholarship Fund designed to support the
development in young people of the
essential business skills needed to work
effectively in Japan and through Japan in
East Asia. The fund which has already
collected over £2,000 is named after
Thomas Blake Glover (1836-1911), the
Scottish born
entrepreneur. His
Thomas Glover
career in Asia began
with a trading house in
Hong Kong from which
he went to Japan. He
created Glover and Co.
in Nagasaki in 1859,
and was most
successful in helping
the modernisation
process. He also left
some tangible results in
the form of a brewery
that later became the
start of the Kirin Beer
brand associated with
the Mitsubishi group of
corporations. For
decades, Kirin was the
best selling beer in Japan and still remains a
leading force in the market. Glover House in
Nagasaki draws thousands every year,
which makes Glover a powerful symbol of
the Scottish presence in Meiji Period Japan
(18568-1912). Other Scots made various
important contributions in the fields of civil
engineering and sanitation, but Glover
remains the symbol of commercial
involvement and enterprise.
Objectives of the Fund
The Japanese language and the business
culture of Japan are intimately and
inextricably linked and call for more serious
respect than they have been given. Large
numbers of young Chinese are flocking to
Japan to study the language. Indeed, there

are Chinese now holding posts in the UK
because they speak English and Japanese
well enough to function in the local market
and communicate properly with their
Japanese superiors. As the world’s
economic centre of gravity moves further
east, the importance of Japanese language
should be more apparent if Chinese
consider it, in many cases, to be almost as
important as English.
Management Guidelines
The Society has been stressing the
continuing importance of Japan for years,
and resolved last year to
devote itself to building up
a scholarship fund,
named after Thomas
Glover, that would enable
seriously committed
people to spend intensive
periods in Japan studying
the language and the
culture of Japanese
business. Programmes of
study to be followed and
activities, internships, and
experience in Japan will
depend largely upon
available funds. The
Council is in process of
drawing up guidelines for
the use of the fund.
Among the matters under
consideration are the following:
(1) Apart from fund-raising events, donors
are invited to come forward with offers of
corporate or private support. Major donors
will be invited to join in the management of
the fund as it grows.
(2) The Council hopes that both public as
well as private sector groups will participate
in the support and management of the fund.
(3) Should funds grow sufficiently, the
Council may appoint a committee to
manage it as a separate financial entity from
the Council’s normal funds, since it would
be a designated fund under the new charity
regulations.
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(4) The Council will draw up a set of
guidelines and criteria to be met by
prospective applicants who would be
interviewed to ensure that all conditions
were being met. Applicants, once accepted
would be expected to submit monthly
reports of activities and progress along with
reports of performance in language study
and other activities that are being monitored.
(5) Beneficiaries would be
expected on return to help
promote the fund as long
as they are in the UK, but
the society would
welcome the prospect that
some of these people
might elect to return to Japan to work. How
they would continue to support the fund
would require to be considered separately.
(6) One category that might also be
considered would be those who have an

interest in making a career out of teaching
Japanese language at High School or
Primary School levels. Australia provides
an excellent model of how this might be
accomplished.
Long-term Benefits
The need to build a pool of authentic
expertise on Japan in Scotland requires
serious effort. The closure of Japanese
Studies at Stirling was
short-sighted and
detrimental to East Asian
Studies in general. The
Society hopes that some
of the Scottish universities
might pool resources to
establish at least a
graduate level project focusing on research
into contemporary Japan from original rather
than secondary sources. It is to be hoped
that this might become a byproduct of the
Fund.

The Kaya Gallery
A new photographic gallery
in Tollcross specializing in
Japan and Korea as well as
Scottish subjects
•
•
•
•

Distinctive prints for your home
Events and exhibitions
Workshops and walkabouts
Hand-crafted accessories from
Kaffel Koru (Finnish Design)
24 Lochrin Buildings, EH3 9NB
t: 0131–477 1822 m: 07800 758687
kginfo@kggallery.co.uk
www.kggallery.co.uk
10% discount for JSoS members!
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September 08
Japan UK 150 - September 1st 2008 December 31st 2009
Mon 29th - Launch of the Scholarship Fund with
Lord Charles Bruce
October 08
Thurs 2nd October - 28 November The Study
of Isabella Bird and "Twin Time Travel"
Sat 25th - Edinburgh University Japanese
Society Japan Day
November 08
Mon 24th - Bonnenkai, End of Year Party,
venue Izzi's, Lothian Road, Edinburgh
Thurs 27th- Lecture on Japanese gardens and
art
January 09
Mon 12th - 7th Japanese Week in Holyrood
Wed 14th - Reception with a Japan display in
the Holyrood Parliament
February 09
Glasgow based meal and talk
March 09
Possible Society visit to Japan
April 09
Sat 25th - Japan Day at Lauriston Castle
May 09
2009 Japan Day - Glasgow
June 09
Mon 8th- 2009 AGM
Details may change. For updates please visit
www.JapanSocietyofScotland.org.uk
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